The cable equation is a second order, parabolic, partial differential equation 
Introduction
When a cell is isopotential, the membrane potential is uniform at all points of the cell, depending only on time. This is apt for describing signalling in a cell body which can be assumed to be a sphere [8, 21] . However if one needs to look at electrical or diffusional properties of dendrites or axons, one needs to approximate these by a cylinder ( or more if branched). Here the geometry of the cell plays a role. In this context, space plays 1 a part along with time. Thus a factor called space constant is defined which is related to the diameter d of the cell and thus its geometry. In this paper, the notion of space constant is explored under various conditions : from passive to active, unbranched to branched and nontapered to tapered processes. Space constant can also be variable due to changes in membrane resistance R m .
In the case of a passive infinite and semi infinite cable, space constant ( λ) is the distance where voltage reaches 37% ( 1 e )of its original. When electrotonic length L = 1, the voltage will decay to only 65% of its original value at x = λ. This is due to the boundary conditions at x = λ. In the infinite cable an infinite cylinder with its associated conductance is attached to the artificial boundary at x = λ and current flows into this cylinder, whereas in a finite cylinder with L = 1 the cylinder ends at x = λ. For a sealed end, there is no current flow and conductance at this boundary. Voltage decay is also affected by taper or flare in the main cable or its branches [4] . When λ is large, the spatial decay of input with distance is small and vice versa for small λ. On the other hand in the case of active or sinusoidal stimulation, λ ω has the dimension of interelectrode distance when the peak value of sinusoidal transmembrane distance is attenuated to 1 e . It is seen that λ for both semi infinite and finite cable is directly proportional to input resistance. Furthermore λ in an active cell or with sinusoidal current injection is proportional to √ Z ( 1 f (frequency).
Unbranched dendrite
Linear cable theory assumes that the cable has a uniform diameter and leakage resistance. So it can be used in the passive case where there is no time or voltage dependent conductances. When R m , the specific membrane resistance is much larger than R i ,the intracellular resistivity, it can be safely assumed that all current flow will be one-dimensional along the length of the cable. Under such conditions there are equations describing the change in voltage across space and time along the cable.
The cable equation is :
where r a is the intracellular resistance per unit length of cable with dimensions of ohms per centimeter and r m is the membrane resistance of a unit length of fiber measured in units of ohms-centimeter. Rewriting this,
This leads to ,
2.1 λ DC :
As r m = R m πd and r a =
where d is the diameter of the cable or dendrite as the dendrite is modeled as a cable.
where V 0 is a constant or very slowly varying voltage applied to one end of a long cable. See Figure 1 .
λ DCtaper :
In a tapering dendrite d changes and thus the λ DCtaper should reflect that. From [14,equation 3 ] 
where r is the radius of the cylinder at x, x is the distance from the soma, r 0 is the radius of the cylinder at x = 0. This can be derived as given below. For a dendrite with taper the cable equation is [5 equation 3] :
Substituting this in equation 8 and multiplying and dividing by
This can be written as :
From here it can be deduced that :
Thus,
If the tapering dendrite is sufficiently long to be considered semi Under certain conditions,R m is not uniform but variable across the dendrite [11] . Here the cable equation becomes :
where
is the variable space constant. When
The electrotonic length of a dendrite is a measure of its length in nondimensional terms. It is written as L = l λ where l is the length.
London et al [11] show that if the total membrane conductance( The input resistance of an infinite cable is the following ratio in the limit that the distance between the current passing electrode and recording electrode shrinks to zero [9 equations2.14, 2.15]
For a semi-infinite cable, R ∞ is double that of an infinite cable as there are two semi-infinite cables to one infinite cable [9, 
For small values of r,
For a three dimensional system [8 chapter 5 ]
As the dimensionality of the system increases, the input resistance becomes more and more insensitive to changes in R m .
In an infinite cable R in ∝ √ R m , for a two dimensional sheet R in ∝ log(R m ). In a three dimensional structure such as muscle
).
λ AC :
As R m and C m change with change in voltage in an active cable, λ also changes. Thus, to get the actual value of λ under these circumstances, one needs to look at the problem differently.The linear cable equation can be solved for measurements with sinu-soidal currents. Here R m has to be replaced by Z m (membrane impedance). The input impedance and length become frequency dependent.
The potential distribution in a linear cable when an a.c current is injected using intracellular electrodes can be written as [2] :
In a.c analysis, Z m is replaced by a complex number so λ AC cannot have the same physical meaning as λ DC which is a real number. So a new λ ω is defined.
Along a neurite,
where Z m is the membrane impedance of a unit length of neurite and r i is the resistance of unit length of cytoplasm. If f is large, transmembrane current is entirely capacitative.
where C is the capacitance of unit length of membrane
Substituting, r a = R i πa 2 and C = 2πaC m where a is the radius of the neurite , R i is cytoplasmic resistivity in Ωcm and C m is specific membrane capacitance in µF arad/cm 2 in equation 27
where d is the diameter of the dendrite.
Using this equation 22 can be rewritten as :
where I pp is the peak to peak current at the point of current injection.
Whenever fast changing membrane potentials are encountered either as action potentials or as injected pulses, λ w will determine the electrotonic spread due to the high frequency components of the fast changing voltages.
Pettersen and Einevoll [13] express λ AC (ω) for dendritic sticks of a finite length.
where ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, |î m | is the amplitude of the sinusoidally oscillating current at position z when a sinusoidal current is injected at the soma. Equation 30 reduces to the following for a dendrite of infinite length :
where τ is the membrane time constant. λ AC is thus dependent on frequency. It decreases with increasing frequency. Pettersen and Einevoll [12] discuss in great length a low pass filtering effect of extracellular potentials as a result of this dependence of λ w on frequency.
It is seen that at high frequencies, transmembrane current is purely capacitative. At f = 1 2 πτ m , R m has no effect on propagation of signals ≥ 5f m . Here λ ω is given by equation 28. This
. This implies that at higher frequencies, the λ ω is lower.
Using another approach,Lindsay and Rosenberg [10] show that an active neuron will have space and time constants which reflect dynamic biophysical properties of the membrane. The space constant Λ and time constant T give the spatial and temporal rates of exponential decay of the total membrane current during an action potential. To calculate this one needs to calculate conduction speed of the action potentials which can be done easily using extracellular methods. Thus one can get [10, equation 16] :
where θ is the speed of movement of the action potential train in cm/msec, P is the perimeter of the dendrite, A is the crosssectional area, C m is the capacitance, g a is the axial conductance in mS/cm andĝ m is the membrane potential during an action potential. [10, equation 17] gives :
2.5.1 linear taper:
where r(x) is the radius at any given x along the dendrite, r 0 is the radius of dendrite at point 0 and ρ is the linear taper.
2.5.2 exponential taper:
where r(x) is the radius at any given x along the dendrite, r 0 is the radius of the dendrite at point 0 and ρ is the exponential taper.
(39) 15 
λ DC Non tapering :
This problem can be solved with or without the use of equivalent cylinders.
Without equivalent cylinders:
Calculate λ DC for each section separately using the equation 5.
With equivalent cylinders:
Rall [22, 24] showed that dendritic trees could be collapsed into a single equivalent cylinder provided they meet the following requirements [9]:
1. R m and R i values are the same in all branches.
2. All terminals have the same boundary condition. 
This problem too can be solved with or without the use of equivalent cylinders.
Without equivalent cylinders:
λ DC is calculated for each individual branch using equation 7.
Here the values of r,r o and dr dx will vary from branch to branch.
With equivalent cylinders:
Rall [22] has shown that under certain conditions, a tapering tree can be reduced to a one dimensional cylinder. The condition is [8, equation 7 .43]:
where n is the number of dendritic branches and r the radius of all the branch segments. These are functions of actual distance
x from the soma. The following condition is to be met here
where A is the surface area of the dendrites. Z is the electrotonic distance. For the dendritic tree equivalent tapering cable, the following conditions are to be met:
Then [14,equation 4] gives :
where n 0 is the number of branches at x = 0; F (Z; K) is the geometric ratio imposing a taper on the equivalent cable and K < 0 is the rate of taper. 
d j is the diameter of the jth branch at distance x from soma. 
From [14,equation 10] we arrive at : 
where r 0 is the initial radius and a is the factor controlling the rate of taper with distance.If the dendrite is to be reduced to an equivalent cylinder the forms of branching need to be [8,equations 7.52, 7.53, 7.54]:
(58)
(59)
where n 0 is the number of branches at x = 0.
The relationship between Z and x is an exact solution for taper described by equation (55). For the tapering conditions in equations (56) and (57) 
where Given that most neurons do not follow the conditions in the equivalent cylinder approximations, the λ DC values calculated by the equivalent cylinder approach can at best be regarded as approximations. On the other hand, calculating the λ DC for the entire morphology of a complex neuron can be computationally expensive. Which approach is used may depend on weighing the errors versus efficiency needed in the particular problem.
λ AC Nontapering:
This problem can be solved without the use of equivalent cylinders and with the use of equivalent cylinders.
Without equivalent cylinders :
Calculate λ AC branched for each branch using equation 28 varying d, Ra and Cm where necessary.
With equivalent cylinders :
Calculate D from equation 43. Then substitute that in equation 28 .
λ AC tapering:
Without equivalent cylinders :
Calculate λ ACtapered branched for each branch using equations 37 or 40. 
where C(x, t) is the concentration of Ca 2+ in µM at time t and position x in response to the applied current density i(x, t) f A/µm 2 ,D is the diffusion constant in µm 2 /msec and the radius of the cable is r µm. A diffusable buffer is incorporated which shows second order kinetics :
where Ca 2+ is the free calcium in µM , B is the free buffer in µM and M is the bound buffer in µM . f in msec −1 and b in µM msec −1 are the rate constants. Incorporating this into the diffusion equation we can get the following :
where D b is the diffusion constant of both the free and the bound buffer in µm 2 /msec and B T is the concentration of the total buffer. Under certain limiting conditions of low [Ca 2+ ] and fast kinetics of buffering compared to kinetics of diffusion, the above sets of nonlinear equations can be reduced to a single linear equation similar to the cable equation [30] . When an externally applied point source current term is used I(x, t), the resulting equation is [30, equation 13] :
where β =
, P m is the membrane pump parameter at µm/msec and K ∞ is the constant of proportionality. This can be compared to the cable equation :
where V (x, t) is the voltage, C m is the capacitance, R i is the axial resistance, R m is the membrane resistance, R ∞ is the input resistance. Both equations are similar as can be seen by [30, equation 15] :
Under this condition the space constant can be defined as [30,equation 16] :
Iannela and Tanaka [6] 
Discussion
In this paper an attempt has been made to describe lambda ( also called space constant/ variable space constant/ length parameter) under different conditions. Intuitively, the notion of a space constant or a variable space constant is more obvious in the case of a passive dendrite and often the equation to estimate this for passive cases is used for active cases too [26] . As described earlier, the space constant in a cable ( infinite, semi infinite and finite) gives an indication of the extent of voltage decay along the cable. The larger the diameter, the greater the passive spread of voltage. It also influences the summation of synaptic inputs. Spatially separated synaptic inputs in smaller diameter cables will sum differently than those in larger diameter cables. Once again it is important to distinguish between morphological length and the electrical length or electrotonic length of the dendrite. Thus in a given neuron, there could be different tree sizes but they could be of similar electrotonic lengths due to the differences in the diameter and the resulting space constant. As discussed by [28, ]," The depolarization at the soma in response to a given input current occuring at any point on any dendritic tree, depends, for a given neuron, only on the electrotonic distance between input and soma. The response is independent of which dendritic tree receives the input and is independent of the geometrical details of the tree that receives the input and the geometrical details of all the other dendritic trees. The magnitude of the response is inversely proportional to the sum of the conductances per characteristic length(space constant) of the dendritic trunks."
In the case of active conduction, the greater the frequency, the smaller is the λ and thus greater is the attenuation of volt-age. Here λ is a function of V and this introduces nonlinearity into the system. However, by making certain approximations as shown by [15, 17, 6, 7] the nonlinearities can be reduced to linearities by using the ionic cable theory. This involves postulating the nonlinear component at discrete locations and mathematically introducing a Dirac delta function in the cable equation.
With this transformation, length parameter used for the passive case can still be used in the active case.
Reiterating the relationship between λ and input resistance it can be said that λ is directly proportional to input resistance in a finite and semi -infinite cable. It is proportional to √ Z ( impedance) in an active cell or where current injection is sinusoidal.
Goldstein and Rall [3] have shown that diameter,tapering and branching are important factors in determining action potential propagation. They defined a geometric ratio (GR) which is
a where d a is the diameter of the parent branch and d j is the diameter of the daughter branch. For uniform cables, if GR = 1, there is an impedance match and propagation is not affected. If GR < 1, a favorable impedance mismatch occurs and action potentials propagate effectively. However if GR > 1, the impedance mismatch is unfavorable and action potential propagation is inefficient. Vetter et al [29] showed in a simulation study which isolated morphology as the only variable, that backpropagation of action potentials was correlated with membrane area distribution in the dendritic tree and the GR at individual branch points. The same study showed that in cells with elaborate dendritic trees like Purkinje cells, backpropagation is insensitive to the sodium channel density over the physiological range. However in dopamine neurons, even low sodium channel density leads to efficient backpropagation. They also demonstrate that dendritic geometry places a limit on modulation of backpropagation by channel density and neurotransmitters.
Bernander et al [1] and Rapp et al [25] , show in two set of simulation studies that any individual cell is dependent on the network activity in which it is embedded. The former study simulated a layer 5 cortical pyramidal cell receiving inputs from 4000 excitatory and 1000 inhibitory cells firing spontaneously between 0−7 Hz. Here τ m and R in change by a factor of 10 ( 80 − 7msec and 110−14 Mohms) while the electrotonic length of the cell changes by a factor of 3. In the [25] study,which modeled a Purkinje cell with parallel fibres, it was also seen that even at a low firing rate of a few Hz, the parallel fibre activity changed the mem- In summary, it could be said that random synaptic inputs on a dendrite will cause a depolarization at the soma depending on the electrotonic distance in the passive case. This in turn is dependent on the space constant of the dendrite. In the active case, the propagation of action potentials depends on the membrane area ratio and GR in the dendritic tree. This in turn is dependent on the ratio of diameters of parent and daughter branches. In other words, geometry does play a role here. In the active case there is an inverse relation between λ ω and the frequency of the signal. Finally, it is important to take into account the role played by random, background synaptic activity on the neuron. As the synaptic activity is enhanced ( either by increase in numbers of synapses, or frequency), the electrotonic length and effective membrane time constant are both increased aiding in synaptic integration.
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